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Disclaimer

All materials contained in this presentation, including any analysis, 
comments, remarks, opinions and pointers are for information, debate 
and discussions ONLY. No warranty of their accuracy, completeness, 
timeliness or reliability is implied. 

Any reliance on these materials in any way assumes total exemption of 
any liability whatsoever of Andrew Leung International Consultants 
and Investments Limited and Andrew K P Leung including all their 
current and future Affiliates, Associates or Assigns.
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Jeffersonian “Empire of Liberty” with America as City on a Hill 
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Collapse of USSR reinforced a US-led world order
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Fractured Pax Americana weakened by Trumpism despite elites 
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For centuries, Middle Kingdom was centre stage
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For example, Han dynasty 汉朝 206 
BC–220 AD
26% of global GDP; economic centre 
of eastern world v Roman Empire in 
western world.

Tang Dynasty 唐朝 618 – 907 AD
58% of world GDP v 2nd Eastern 
Roman Empire 9%; 3rd Arab Empire 
7%; 4th Ancient India 7%. 

Song Dynasty 宋朝 960-1279 AD
At its height 80% of world’s GDP but 
quickly declined midway

Yuan Dynasty 元朝 1271-1368 AD
30% -35% of world GDP

Ming Dynasty 明朝 1368–1644 AD
45- 55% of world GDP but late Ming 
Dynasty rapidly declined with famine 
and war

Qing Dynasty 清朝 1644-1922 AD
35% -10% of World GDP



Tang Dynasty 618-907 AD– China’s Golden Age
• The first emperor of the Tang dynasty, Kao-tsu (618-626 AD), continued 

reform begun earlier. Equal land allotment in return for taxes. 
Continued de-centralization. Monetary system of copper coins and set of 
laws, revised every two decades, that endured into 14th C Ming dynasty. 

• One of Kao-tsu's sons, General Li Shih-min, 李世民 succeeded in 
eliminating political rivals and established firm control of the Tang 
dynasty for a new Golden Age. 貞觀之治

• Small government enabled food surplus as relief during exigencies 
including natural disasters. Competitive civil exams re- introduced 
resulting in wise and effective meritocracy. 

• Externally, Turks defeated by 657AD, beginning 150 years of peace in 
the previously strife-torn Western region. 

• During era of stability and prosperity, woodblock printing and 
gunpowder were invented.

• Borders expanded far into Korea and central Asia. Silk Road trade 
flourished exchanging goods, ideas, and culture with lands as far west as 
Persia, Afghanistan, and the Byzantine Empire. 

• Capital cities of Ch'ang-an 长安 and Loyang 洛阳 became melting pots 
for diverse cultures and religions e.g. Zoroastrianism and Islam. 
Buddhism from northern India as early in 1st century AD reached height 
of popularity, developing distinctly Chinese flavour later evolving into 
Zen Buddhism. A golden age of art and literature unfolded. 

• Decline marked 2nd half of 9th century due to feuding factions within 
the central government. 
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Qingming Shang He Tu - Along the River During the Qingming Festival  
清明上河图



Ming Dynasty maritime prowess 1405-33

• Admiral Zheng He (1371-
1433), a Hui eunuch whose 
faction found favour with 
Emperor Yongle 永乐帝 . 

• Seven maritime expeditions 
extended Middle Kingdom’s 
“tributary system” through 
trade and awe. 

• First voyage armada of 317 
ships with 28,000 crewmen. 

• Reached out to Brunei,  
Java, Thailand 
and Southeast Asia, India, 
the Horn of Africa, 
and Arabia. 

• As the eunuch faction 
waned, vogages stopped and 
vessels destroyed together 
with related maritime 
technology by Emperor 
Hongxi, 洪熙帝
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4-decked Baoshan estimated 440 
and 538 feet long x 210 feet 
wide.  Displacement of 20-30,000 
tons, roughly 1/3 to 1/2 modern 
American aircraft carriers. Each 
had nine masts with navigable 
square sails. Yongle
Emperor ordered 62 or 63 such 
ships for Zheng He's first voyage. 
Another 48 were ordered in 1408, 
plus 41 more in 1419, along with 
185 smaller ships throughout 
these expeditions



Rise and consolidation of global power 1100-1800 

• As early as 1078, China was the world’s major producer of steel 
(125,000 tons); v Britain in 1788 produced 76,000 tons.

• China was the world’s leader in technical innovations in textile 
manufacturing, seven centuries before Britain ’s 18th century 
“textile revolution”.

• China was the leading trading nation, with long distance trade 
reaching most of Southern Asia, Africa, the Middle East and 
Europe. China’s ‘agricultural revolution’ and productivity surpassed 
the West down to the 18th century.

• Its innovations of paper, book printing, firearms and tools led to a 
manufacturing superpower whose goods were transported 
throughout the world by the most advanced navigational system.

• China possessed the world’s largest commercial ships. In 1588 the 
largest English ships displaced 400 tons, China ’s 3,000 tons. Even 
as late as end of  18th century China ’s merchants employed 130,000 
private transport ships, several times that of Britain . China retained 
this pre-eminent position in the world economy up until early 19th 
century.

• China’s stable paper money economy, manufacturing and high yields 
in agriculture resulted in China ’s per capita income matching that of 
Great Britain as late as 1750.

Cambridge University Press, 2004



Mandate of Heaven and Tributary System rooted in Virtue, Order, and Humanity
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Corruption, ineptitude, and blissful ignorance led to decline and centuries of humiliation 
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“… With a weak China under corrupt and incompetent feudal rule, the 
Chinese nation was plunged into deep suffering. In the early 1840’s, 
Britain sent an expeditionary force of a mere 10,000 troops to invade 
China and got its way in forcing the Qing government, which had 
800,000-strong army, to pay reparations and cede the island of Hong 
Kong to it. After the Opium War, China was repeatedly defeated by 
countries which were far smaller in size and population.  …” President Xi 
Jinping’s address in Hong Kong for the inauguration of the new HKSAR 
Chief Executive, 1 July, 2017

In the First Opium War, decrepit Qing Dynasty naval junks no match for 
the Nemesis, first British ocean-going iron warship.  



The China Dream much more than the “American Dream”
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Gov’t cleaner, army for the people More equal and dignified ideals More than the American Dream

Strong China
Civilized China
Harmonious China
Beautiful China

Robert Lawrence Kuhn, New York 
Times, 4.6.13



Ideals of the China Dream
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China to exceed US in economic size and certain competitive strengths
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RMB to eclipse though not to unseat dollar primacy
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Still behind in military reach and sophistication, but gap is narrowing 
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Possesses survivable nuclear deterrence and long-range power projection 
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Military Strategy White Paper 2015 ICBMs with range covering entire US Advanced  nuclear submarines 

Mobile A2/AD anti-ship missiles Hypersonic warplanes Multi-warhead hypersonic delivery systems  



US wary of Chinese Monroe Doctrine driven by A2/AD in the South China Sea
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Great Power rivalry, not terrorism, is now America’s top priority 
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From Asia Pivot to Indo-Pacific NATO? 
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Increasing trade frictions may trigger trade war
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China Dream battles on multiple fronts, not able or willing to supplant US leadership
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Unbalanced, Unstable, Uncoordinated, Unsustainable

Middle-income trapAging demographics South China Sea conundrum Energy security

Tensions over inequality, injustice and human rights  



Barriers to full legitimacy remain to be overcome 
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Extractive institutions; Crony capitalism; Princelings Checks and balance ?



Meanwhile, China going greener 
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China has 36 nuclear plants in operation and 
sets out to build 40 more by 2020.  



Thanks to rising environmental consciousness and energy security worries 
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Historic environmental law game-changer
• Law passed April 2014, effective 2015
• Environmental protection accorded First Priority 
• Major polluting companies to publicize data on pollutants, 

methods of discharge, concentration and emissions, excess 
emissions, and pollution prevention facilities. Violators to bear 
responsibility with monitoring authorities concerned.

• Government to integrate prevention and coordination 
systems for watershed pollution and ecological damage.

• Environmental noncompliance subjected to heavy fines on a 
daily basis

• Environmental authorities unprecedented powers of closing 
down, seizure and detention of offenders. 

• Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) to apply to 
regional targets with powers to refuse project approval.

• Public Interest litigation by registered qualified NGOs 
allowed against projects, though not against monitoring 
authorities

• Achilles heel to be rectified - Environmental Protection 
Ministry to take over local environmental bureaux ? 26



Staying the course

Carbon Trading - Sept, 2012 -Enacted permits 
(~$1@metric ton = 1 billion mts = ½ whole EU 
by 2015) 

2020 -2050 
Targets (2012)–

Renewables 
(6.7%) –
16% - 45%;

Nuclear (0.7%) 
4% - 10%;

Fossil (92.6%) 
80% - 45%
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Circular economy law, 2008Study by US, France and China, July 2017 

•World leader in hydro (2014), in wind energy 
(2015) (1/3 of world), largest solar panel producer 
(2014), and solar energy capacity (2015) 
• PM2.5 overall peaked a few years ago, albeit 
increasing again n 338 cites in 2017
• Directive to limit coal to 58% of energy mix (64% 
in 2015) 
•Increased investment in renewables to US$32 
billion in 2016 and US$360 billion by 2020
•Aims to use 20% non-fossil energy by 2030, while 
generating ¼ of world non-fossil energy to 2040. 



Vision to harness Arctic wind and equatorial sunshine 

• According to Wall 
Street Journal, 1 
April, 2016, China’s 
State Grid is to 
pioneer a US$50 
trillion global power 
network to harness 
Arctic wind and 
equatorial sunshine. 

• At the conference 
State Grid organised 
(31 March, 2017) to 
lay out its vision 
were Fatih Birol, 
head of the Paris-
based International 
Energy 
Administration, and 
Masayoshi Son, the 
chief executive of 
Japan conglomerate 
SoftBank Group.
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Post-modern world more connected, diffused and instantaneous
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Fourth Industrial Revolution connects cyber-physical systems
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Promoting Fourth Industrial Revolution urban connectivity   
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Digitally programmable 
multi-functional buildings Waternet

Energy + Heat Co-generation 

Digitized transportation systems



National smart-city drive 
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Alibaba to help turn Macao into a Smart City
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China becomes an ubiquitous e-society 
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Leading the world in e-commerce 
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Emergence of shared economy, including space, travel, and socializing  
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e-Health 
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Public security connectivity 
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Becoming a Middle Kingdom of cyber space

(Digital China - The Middle Kingdom of Cyber Space?, Dr Jean Michel Valantin of the Red (Team) Analysis Society, 26 June, 2017)

• 2016 world's internet users reached 3.6 billion. More than 710 m in China, including 656 m mobile users. 250 m 
already using 5G. Chinese Internet market to almost double in 10 years

• 2017, WeChat attracted 889 m users p.m., with over 100 m users outside China. In first quarter, Alibaba recorded 
545 m active buyers, over 80% > Amazon's 300 m.

• At “One Belt, One Road” Forum for International Cooperation in Beijing14- 15 May 2017, myriads of deals were 
signed related to Chinese New Silk Road in cyberspace, reinforcing China's centrality in the global flows of trade, 
money and cyber connectivity. 

• According to Bloomberg, San Francisco-based start-up Stripe Inc. partners with Alipay and WeChat vast digital 
payment services to access hundreds of millions of Chinese customers.

• So, Jack Ma's pitch to Trump that Alibaba could use its global platform to help small and medium sized American 
businesses to create a million US jobs is not all hot air.

• China initiated the Belt and Road Environmental Cooperation plan and the “Joint Initiative to Establish the 
International Coalition for Green Development on the Belt and Road” with the United Nations Environment 
Program while setting up the “Big Data Service Platform on Ecological and Environmental Protection”.

• China to achieve centrality of global flows with a stake in sustainability - Middle Kingdom Taoist world vision - Qi, 
the flowing “matter energy” and the “Dao” the principle of universal order, like water that seek harmony. 
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Intra-regional connectivity – Greater Bay Areas
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• The  GDHKMC Greater 
Bay Area - Population = 
66.72 m, GDP = US$1.3 T
(between Russia $1.366T 
and Australia $1.23T)

• This compares with 
Greater Tokyo Area 
Population=43.84 m 
GDP= US$1.8T and New 
York City Population = 8.6 
million GDP=US$1.7 T

• The GDHKMC Bay Area 
GDP=12% of China and 
20% of Utilized Foreign 
Investment 

• 9 GD cities = 85% of GD 
GDP



Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area
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Connectivity of GBA innovative industries with Made in China 2025 
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High-speed rail and HZMB create 2-hour return megalopolis
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OBOR – a Maritime Silk Road and overland Economic Belts    
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Connects Policy, Infrastructure, Trade, Finance and People-to-People with some 64 countries. 62% of 
world population. 30% of world GDP. Potential investment estimated at $5 trillion =  Many times Marshal 
Plan ($120b in today’s prices) A “jointly discussed, jointly established and jointly shared” (共商，共建，
共享 gongshang, gongjian, gongxiang) initiative

National interests

• To enhance global 
clout

• To expand trade and 
new markets for 
slowing economy. 

• To channel excess 
capacity. 

• To facilitate RMB 
internationalization  

• To balance China’s 
regional disparities

• To balance against 
containment of 
China in Asia Pacific  
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Six overland economic corridors (Belts)



China-CEE Fund and 16+1 cooperation framework  
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Chinese premier Li Keqiang, visiting December 2014, pushed for a 
multi-party agreement with Macedonia, Serbia and Hungary to set up a 
‘China-Europe Land-Sea Express’ (中欧陆海快线) to facilitate shipping 
of goods from Greece to Hungary (and further on to western Europe). 

Amounting to 10 billion Euro, the China-CEE Fund, incorporated in Luxemburg, is 
sponsored by Export-Import Bank of China and Hungarian Export-Import Bank.



Show me the money 

• Silk Road Fund ( $40 b of initial capital),China 
Development Bank + Export and Import Bank of 
China.

• $113 b extra funding promised by Xi at OBOR 
Summit 15 May, 2017

• Since launched by President Xi in Kazakhstan 
2013, about 50 Chinese SOEs have invested 
in some 1,700 projects

• Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)—
registered capital of $100 b —and Shanghai-
based New Development Bank—$50 b starting 
capital—also major financiers. In 2016, 
AIIB approved $1.7 b in loans to 9 OBOR 
projects.

• Investment of > US$900 b already committed for 
infrastructure networks.

• Annual Chinese lending (mostly commercial 
banks) to other OBOR countries around $130b in 
recent years. 

• China is also seeking financial cooperation with 
other OBOR nations including private sector. 
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Silk Road Infrastructure Fund

• China contributes $40 billion to set up a Silk 
Road infrastructure fund to boost 
connectivity across Asia, through building 
roads, railways, ports and airports across 
Central Asia and South Asia.

• Connectivity alone can raise GDP growth by 
5% in Thailand, Vietnam and Myanmar and 
2.5% in India.

• To focus on China's Silk Road Economic Belt 
and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road 
initiative.

• To be "open" and welcome investors from 
Asia and elsewhere. 
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New Development Bank (BRICS Bank) 
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• Representing 41.4% (3 b) 
world population, 25% of 
world land mass and GDP  

• HQ in Shanghai; African 
regional centre in 
Johannesburg 

• Inaugural President from 
India 

• Inaugural Chairman of B 
of Directors from Brazil

• Inaugural Chairman of B 
of Governors from Russia

• No veto power for any 
Member

• No increase in any 
Member’s share without 
other 4 Members agreeing

• Non-BRICS country can 
join but BRICS share > 
55%

• Authorized lending up to 
$34 b p.a., to start in 2016 



OBOR is about people-to-people connectivity 
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Confucius Institutes 
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Educational exchanges
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Connecting with Hollywood
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International sports 
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International Chinese arts 
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Chinese tourists roam the world 
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Staunch contributor to UN Peacekeeping Operations 
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2012 UN Security Council permanent members’ troop 
contributions to UN operations



On track with Paris Agreement targets
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Belt and Road’s 3-Dimensions and 10-pillar global connectivity 
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“Alternative” B & Rs cannot replicate China’s trading hub position
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
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Himalayan B & R embraced by Nepal’s new communist PM
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Bangladesh- China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Economic Corridor 
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Linked by a 2,800 km expressway, the corridor will provide the four countries greater 
access to markets in Southeast Asia, and enhance trade facilitation, infrastructure, joint 
exploration and development of mineral, water, and other natural resources. 



Port City Colombo, Sri Lanka
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• Often quoted as example 
of worsening Sri Lanka’s  
indebtedness and loss of 
sovereignty over project 
site. 

• Lack of transparency in 
tendering – Chinese 
SOEs get exclusive 
bidding rights

• Successful Chinese 
contractors don’t always 
give the best value e.g. 
in Kenya, 3 X 
international standard 
price and 4 X over 
original estimate. 



Notwithstanding rivalry, US stands to gain from stronger China 
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US companies need China more than commonly thought 
(Source: Hinrich Foundation research 

paper of  June, 2017) 
• China's consumer market 

skyrocketed to $4.8 trillion in 2015, 
surpassing the US, contributing a 
lion's share to global revenues of 
American corporate giants like Intel, 
Apple, Qualcomm, Texas Instruments, 
Cummins, GM, Ford and Nike. The 
momentum is set to grow even 
stronger in coming decades.

• R & D in China also enhances 
foreign corporate global 
competitiveness, as evidenced 
by Dupont and TI.

• FDI - 33% of China's GDP and 27% 
of employment, not to mention 
numerous positive spinoffs in terms 
of technological, management and 
other knowledge and skills. 
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Harmonization between countries require maximization of common interests 
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Turning of the Tide in 21st century 
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Shift of new world order brings inevitable conflict
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Towards a global “Community of Common Destiny” with inclusive diversity? 
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5-S global harmonization – Scrutization
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5-S global harmonization – Systemization
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5-S  global harmonization – Sanitization
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5-S global harmonization  – Standardization
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5-S global harmonization  – Self Discipline 
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